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ABSTRACT 

The New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) was developed with an aim to provide high accuracy wind 

climate data for the region of EU and Turkey. Wind industry always seek for solid performance in 

wind resource assessment, and it is highly affected by the quality of modelled data. The aim of this 

study is to validate the newly developed wind atlas for two onshore sites in Sweden. Wind resource 

assessment is conducted using NEWA mesoscale data as wind condition of the sites. AEP estimation 

is performed using two different simulation tools, and the results of estimation are compared to the 

actual SCADA data for the validation of NEWA. During the process of simulation, downscaling is 

executed for the mesoscale data to reflect micro terrain effects. The result of the current study showed 

that NEWA mesoscale data represents wind climate very well for the onshore site with simple terrain. 

On the other hand, NEWA provided overestimated wind speeds for the relatively complex onshore 

site with forested areas. The overestimation of wind speed led to predict AEP significantly higher 

than the measurements. The result of downscaling showed only little difference to the original data, 

which can be explained by the sites’ low orographic complexity. This study contributes to a deeper 

understanding of NEWA and provides insights into its validity for onshore sites. It is beyond the 

scope of this study to investigate whole region covered by NEWA. A further study focusing on sites 

with higher orographic complexity or with cold climate is recommended to achieve further 

understanding of NEWA.   

Keywords: New European Wind Atlas, NEWA, Wind resource assessment, WindPRO, WindSim 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Wind resource assessment is a crucial task that is required for wind power project development. 

Annual Energy Production (AEP) value can be predicted through the assessment. Based on the 

estimated AEP, an income model for a project is constructed and profitability of project is analyzed. 

Therefore, resources assessment acts as one of the most important activities to make decision of 

project initiation.  

Wind power project is a capital intensive, thus there is always high expectation from involved 

stakeholders to have more accurate prediction to make project “bankable”. Wind resource assessment 

is generally conducted using site measurement data together with modelled data. Measurement 

campaigns are time consuming and expensive as they require entire process including permitting, 

installation of physical equipment, and data gathering. For this reason, modelled data are utilized for 

resource assessment during project planning stage.  

The New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) was developed with an aim to become a standard data source 

for site assessment. The research team is composed with 30 partners from academia and industry. 

They worked together to develop a new wind atlas which can offer dataset with high accuracy. Free 

accessible NEWA mesoscale dataset were launched in June 2019 and provide various information of 

wind climate for several heights. Therefore, it is of interest to apply this newly developed wind atlas 

for local wind resource assessment.  

This report provides an insight into the applicability of NEWA for wind resource assessment by 

evaluating its validity. It will first look into how NEWA mesoscale data is developed. In addition, 

uncertainties in NEWA reported by the project team will be discussed. Two sites with different terrain 

characteristics will be investigated by using simulation software which implement different flow 

models. The results of AEP estimations will be compared with actual measured value from the sites. 

This study will offer an important insight for the applicability of NEWA mesoscale data for wind 

resource assessment. The result of experiments will show how NEWA data agree well to the actual 

site condition. Furthermore, the feature of different simulation software will be investigated. 
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1.2  Aim 

The objective of this study is to validate NEWA mesoscale data for two onshore sites in Sweden. In 

a way to conduct the validation, NEWA mesoscale data will be applied as the site wind condition for 

AEP estimation. During the process, two different simulation software based on linear/ non-linear 

flow model will be utilized. Finally, the result of estimation will be compared to the actual SCADA 

data. By stating and analyzing the results, this study aims to evaluate the validity of NEWA mesoscale 

data for the investigated sites.   

 

1.3 Research Questions 

1. How well NEWA mesoscale data agrees to the actual site condition of wind farms in Sweden? 

 

2. When NEWA mesoscale data go through downscaling, how does wind speed changes and how 

does it affect to the result of simulation? 

 

3. When using software based on linear/ non-linear flow model, how well do the simulated wind 

energy productions represent the actual production values? 

 

1.4  Limitations 

The study is focused on understanding the nature of NEWA and evaluate the applicability of it for 

wind resource assessment. The scope of the study is limited to investigating two onshore sites, which 

means it is beyond of this study to provide review for all regions covered by NEWA. For wind 

resource assessment, WindPRO and WindSim software is utilized. Methodology chapter only 

provides brief explanation of involved parameters. However, description of physics or methodology 

behind the flow models adopted in simulation software will not be analyzed in depth. 
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1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 begins with investigating NEWA to understand what it is and how it is developed. 

Discussion about the downscaling method and uncertainties lie on NEWA model chain is followed. 

The chapter continues with investigating linear and non-linear flow model and provide brief overview 

of software used in this study. Chapter 3 is concerned with the methodology used for this study. This 

chapter is divided into 3 sections explaining detailed procedure done for data gathering and 

preparation (Chapter 3.1), WindPRO simulations (Chapter 3.2) and WindSim Simulations (Chapter 

3.3). Results obtained from experiments are reported in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 includes discussion 

relevant to the research questions and uncertainties in the conducted simulations. Recommendations 

for further study is stated in this chapter as well. The report is concluded with Chapter 6 that presents 

summary of the results and key findings from the study. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 New European Wind Atlas 

The New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) was launched in 2019 with free accessible web interface 

where users can find information of wind climates in the region of EU and Turkey. NEWA project 

was kicked off in 2015 with an objective to develop a new atlas that can be utilized as a standard for 

site assessment. The project is supported by a European Commission’s ERA-Net Plus project, and 

the consortium is composed with more than 30 partners that are from 8 different European countries 

(NEWA n.d.). The scope of NEWA focuses on wind resource assessment and site suitability 

applications, which means it aims to provide variables that are relevant for spatial planning and wind 

farm design. It will represent the gross wind resource free from wind farm wake effect, and any 

oceanic conditions (waves, currents, soil) are excluded from its scope (NEWA n.d.). 

 

Figure 1 NEWA Model Chain 

 

Figure 1 shows the model chain of the New European Wind Atlas. A climate reanalysis provides 

global picture of the weather and climate of past through combining past observations with weather 

model (ECMWF n.d.; Lundtang-Peterson et al. 2014). ERA5 is the latest climate reanalysis produced 

by ECMWF providing hourly data on many atmospheric parameters, and it is publicly available 

(ECMWF n.d.; Lundtang-Peterson et al. 2014). The Weather, Research and Forecasting (WRF) 

model (Skamarock et al. 2008) is a mesoscale numerical weather prediction and atmospheric 

simulation system. 30 years (1989-2018) of mesoscale wind climatology with 3km x 3km grid 
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spacing is generated through WRF model using ERA5 reanalysis. The output of WRF model was 

further downscaled through WAsP generalization method to create microscale atlas with 50m x 50m 

grid spacing. Details about the WRF-WAsP downscaling will be discussed in Chapter 2.3.1.  

 

The outputs of the mesoscale and the microscale modelling are available for several heights. And 

statistical information such as mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation can also be 

checked. Through the web page of NEWA as shown in Figure 2, users can manually create layers to 

display interested variables in a map for further analysis. There is a function to download selected 

data directly on the web page, and full set of timeseries mesoscale data are available through 

OpenDAP protocol. Available data are described in Table 1 below.  

 

Figure 2 NEWA Web Page 
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Table 1 Available NEWA mesoscale and microscale datasets 

Mesoscale Wind Power density, Wind speed Air temperature, Air density, 

Specific humidity, Surface elevation, Turbulent Kinetic Energy, 

Humidity Mixing Ratio 

Available for 7 heights 

(50m, 75m, 100m, 

150m, 200m, 250m, 

500m) 

Wind Speed at 10m, Wind Direction at 10m, Friction velocity, 

Surface temperature, Air temperature at 2m, Shortwave Direct 

Normal Radiation, Shortwave Diffuse Incident Radiation, Sea 

Ice Fraction, Inverse Obukhov Length, Air density, Specific 

Humidity at 2m, Surface air pressure, Precipitation, PBL Height, 

Dominant Land use category, Latent Heat Flux  

Single Data 

Microscale Power density, Horizontal Winds, Air density, Weibull 

parameters, Surface elevation, Ruggedness Index 

Available for 3 heights 

(50m, 100m, 200m) 

 

2.2  Development process of NEWA 

The NEWA project went through systematic development with extensive sensitivity analysis and 

modelling together with verification and validation procedure. The development of NEWA can be 

divided into two parts. NEWA project first went through experiments for setting up the optimal 

modelling condition (Hahmann et al. 2020). In the second part, the wind atlas is produced through 

modelling, and evaluation of model chain is performed (Dörenkämper et al. 2020). 

 

Part 1: NEWA project conducted large amount of sensitivity experiments to find the optimized 

settings of the WRF mesoscale modelling for the creation of the wind atlas. The experiments included 

evaluation of simulation sensitivity as comparing the modelled results with high quality data from 

tall masts. This method supports the new atlas to be more powerful in terms of its representativity of 

actual wind conditions.  
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The sensitivity experiments are departed into five sections. First, sensitivity to geographical domain 

was checked, and the results turned out to have little effect on the location of the domains that are 

explored. Second, sensitivity of results to different version of WRF model was investigated in order 

to select one for the final modelling. Third, effects of surface, planetary boundary layer, and land 

surface model were tested using different combinations of schemes and parameters to select the final 

configuration for NEWA production run. Fourth step involved testing of several factors which can 

potentially have impact on simulations. The factors included boundary conditions, sea surface 

temperature, and other variables in model dynamics. Fifth, sensitivity to the size of domain was 

investigated and the results showed that more accuracy was able to be achieved with smaller domains. 

Considering the optimal use of computational resources, it is finalized to using 10 medium sized 

domains for final modelling.  

 

Part 2: WRF modelling went through under the settings determined at the stage of the sensitivity 

experiments. The final mesoscale wind atlas is a merged dataset of the modelling results from the 

individual domains. Microscale climatology was developed using the WRF-WAsP downscaling 

method. The concept of it is first to remove topographical impact that is reflected in WRF model. 

And the wind climate that is cleaned from local terrain effect is called “generalized” wind climate in 

WAsP terminology. In the second step, terrain effects that are found from microscale model are 

applied to the generalized wind climate. Through this downscaling method, high resolution 

microscale climatology was created.  

 

As NEWA represents long term climatology, it is not possible to directly evaluate it. Therefore, the 

NEWA model chain was evaluated by creating wind climate using the models, and obtained results 

are compared to observed data. Data from 291 tall masts located over Europe are used for comparison, 

which enabled more realistic and objective analysis. In addition, wind profile data of offshore 

condition, surface data, and satellite data are used during the procedure. Terrain characteristics for 

the investigated sites are classified in a way to quantify the model biases for different sites. The sites 

are classified based on Ruggedness index (RIX). RIX is an indicator which represents orographic 

complexity (Mortensen, Tindal & Landberg 2008). Higher RIX number means that a site has higher 

orographic complexity. Together with RIX, other metrics (degree of variation of surface roughness, 

distance from the mast location to the nearest coastline, average upstream roughness) are also used.  

It is found from the results that mesoscale model (ERA5+WRF) detect the influence of terrain effects 

better that the ERA5 reanalysis. For the sites with simple terrain, there are not distinctive differences 
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between meso and microscale model. However, microscale model (ERA5+WRF+WAsP) tends to 

have larger wind speed than WRF in complex terrain. It is to note here that WAsP has tendency to 

overestimate wind speed for the sites with high complexity, which can be understood that WAsP 

calculated too large orographic speed-ups. Another feature was found for the WAsP that mean wind 

speed biases tend to be larger for the lower heights above surface which is not seen for WRF. For the 

high RIX sites, WAsP also reduced its accuracy in wind directions which is possibly due to the over 

correction of wind turnings.   

 

2.3 Discussion for NEWA  

2.3.1 Meso- to Microscale Downscaling  

As the size of wind turbine is getting bigger along with technological improvements, there are 

increasing demands in wind industry to better understand wind profile and physical processes in a 

wind farm to reduce project uncertainties (Rodrigo et al. 2016). Many modern wind atlases developed 

based on a mesoscale model satisfies the needs. Furthermore, meso- to microscale downscaling 

approach is known to provide estimation with even higher resolution as reflecting more of local 

topographical influences (Rodrigo et al. 2016; Badger et al. 2014). The terminology of ‘downscaling’ 

used in the field of climate modelling can be understood as it is a method to create smaller-scale 

meteorological model from large-scale variables (Rodrigo et al. 2016; Olsen 2018)  

NEWA microscale atlas was generated through ‘Statistical’ and ‘Dynamical’ downscaling (NEWA 

n.d.). WRF mesoscale model is first generated from long term reanalysis data set, and this process 

can be understood as the part of ‘statistical downscaling’. In the next step, the mesoscale outputs are 

further dynamically downscaled using microscale WAsP generalization method. It has to be 

distinguished from ‘statistical-dynamical downscaling’ method  used in other studies (Badger et al. 

2014; Frank et al. 2001; Frey-Buness, Heimann & Sausen 1995; Fuentes & Heimann 1999; 

Mengelkamp, Kaptiza & Pflüger 1997; Vrac et al. 2012). The concept of the ‘statistical-dynamical 

downscaling’ is to find the representative climate firstly to reduce computational cost of modelling. 

Then the results finally go through dynamical downscaling using high resolution model. On the other 

hand, NEWA did not collect representative wind climate but the full 30-year wind atlas was modelled 

through WRF using supercomputer. The outputs of WRF model were finally further downscaled 

through WRF-WAsP method (Dörenkämper et al. 2020). Statistical-dynamical downscaling has been 

widely used in the field of meteorology with its benefit of saving computational efforts. Reyers, Pinto 
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& Moemken (2015) investigated the advantage of statistical-dynamical downscaling (SDD) 

compared to dynamical downscaling (DD). It is shown from the study that the result of SDD showed 

less variability than the result obtained from DD. However, the result of SDD still agreed well to 

measurements and was able to conclude that SDD is a valid method. This downscaling approach has 

also been adopted for wind atlas generation of South Africa (Hahmann et al. 2015), China (Hansen 

et al. 2010), and Egypt (Mortensen et al. 2006).  

In WRF-WAsP method, microscale WAsP flow is generated through two steps described below. 

(Dörenkämper et al. 2020)  

1) Create ‘generalized wind climate’ by removing modelled terrain effects in WRF wind climatology. 

2) Introduce site terrain effects into the ‘generalized wind climate’ and estimate microscale wind 

climatology. 

Creating the generalized wind climate means to prepare climate input for microscale modelling which 

does not contain any terrain effects. Through the process, it is possible to avoid overly considering 

topographical effects. From this, it can be expected that the more accurate the terrain information to 

be reflected in the microscale model, the higher the accuracy of estimation can be achieved.  

The NEWA uncertainty evaluation report addressed that the accuracy of terrain data is the key 

element in WAsP downscaling method. The evaluation experiments showed that WAsP downscaling 

is sensitive to utilized roughness length (González-Rouco et al. 2019). It is discussed that there is 

uncertainty how well the defined roughness class used in WRF-WAsP represents actual terrain 

information over all region. And the necessity of more accurate roughness maps emphasized to 

improve quality of microscale model.  In addition, there is a lack of understanding of the technical 

uncertainties for the generalization of WRF wind climatologies (Dörenkämper et al. 2020). It is said 

that this uncertainty is due to WRF and WAsP's different processing methods of terrain inputs. 

In this study, downscaling is also performed for NEWA mesoscale data. It is here to note that 

generalization of mesoscale model was not able to be conducted for practical reason. Speed-ups and 

turnings of wind direction were only calculated reflecting local terrain effects. Since the investigating 

sites do not have very complex terrain, very minor changes are expected even by omitting the 

generalization step in the downscaling. Results of the downscaling will be described and discussed 

in Chapter 4.1.  
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2.3.2 Uncertainties for mean wind speed  

Features of NEWA model chain mentioned in the uncertainty evaluation report (González-Rouco et 

al. 2019) will be discussed in this chapter. The uncertainty evaluation was conducted as to validate 

NEWA model-chain: ERA5, WRF, WRF-WAsP. ERA5 is the reanalysis dataset which are the base 

forcing inputs for WRF mesoscale modelling. WRF is the mesoscale model and WRF-WAsP is the 

microscale model used for NEWA production.  

Large amount of observed data from tall masts are used for comparison with model results. 

Investigated sites are categorized according to the terrain characteristics to quantify uncertainties.  

The Ruggedness Index (RIX) represent the orographic complexity of a site. It is related to the concept 

of flow separation which happens when terrain exceeds certain degree of slope. The WAsP, linearized 

flow model assumes only attached flow which means that there is threshold slope where the 

assumption can be violated. RIX explains how much the assumption is violated for a site. The 

Roughness Complexity Index (RCI) is another indicator which represents the site’s complexity in 

surface roughness.  

The results obtained from the NEWA evaluation study (González-Rouco et al. 2019; Dörenkämper 

et al. 2020) using tall masts relevant to the mean wind speed is summarized as below.  

▪ WRF and WRF-WAsP are more accurate than ERA5 in general. 

▪ The average wind speed bias for the 291 masts are presented as below. 

: -1.50  1.30m/s for ERA5,0.02  0.78m/s for WRF, 0.28  0.76m/s for WRF-WAsP 

▪ ERA5 underestimate the mean wind speed for most of sites regardless of terrain features. 

▪ For Low RIX and RCI sites, wind speed predicted from both WRF and WRF-WAsP agreed 

well to the data from masts.  

▪ For high RIX sites, WRF-WAsP showed higher wind speed than the observed wind speed 

from masts.  

The evaluation study also provided comparison of NEWA production results with observed data for 

three sites with three characteristics. The sites are categorized by based on their locations: (1) 

Offshore (2) Onshore near coast with very flat terrain (3) Onshore far from coast with relatively 

complex, forested terrain. The results are listed as below. 

 

▪ Correlations of windspeed to observed data 

(1) Offshore site correlate well with the highest value of 0,9. 
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(2) Onshore (near coast with very flat terrain) has correlation between 0,8 – 0,85. 

(3) Onshore (far from coast with rather complex, forested terrain) showed the lowest 

correlation as around 0,7. 

▪ NEWA results represented the site condition well for the offshore site and onshore site with 

flat terrain, while it overpredicted wind speed for the onshore site with complex terrain.  

 

Two sites (Näsudden & Ryningsnäs) that are to be investigated in this report have similar 

characteristics with the onshore sites analyzed in the evaluation study. Näsudden is a site that is 

located near coast with very flat terrain, while Ryningsnäs is an in-land site which is relatively 

complex with forest. Any RIX number for both sites is not available from the NEWA website. It can 

be understood that both sites have low orographic complexity. RIX is only given to the location with 

steep terrain that exceed critical degree of slope. It is expected that the simulations results using 

NEWA mesoscale data will agree well to SCADA data. However, it is still interesting to compare 

simulation results from the onshore sites with different characteristics. Results of the final simulations 

will show if the findings stated in the uncertainty report are applicable to other sites with similar 

characteristics. 

 

2.4 Wind Flow Models 

Wind flow modelling is to understand how wind resource varies across a project area. It is a key 

function for using wind farm simulation tools to estimate production through the modelling. In this 

project a linear model (WAsP) and a non-linear model (CFD) will be utilized for wind farm 

production estimation. 

The WAsP model is known to accurately represents wind resource for sites with simple terrain. 

Bowen & Mortensen (2004) carried out a case study to understand how rugged terrain affects the 

prediction accuracy of WAsP. It has been found that significant prediction errors occur when terrain- 

induced processes have a dominant impact on site climate. In other words, the linear model faces 

problems when it is utilized for a site with complex terrain with hills, steep mountains, and valleys. 

It has limitation reproducing flow separation and turbulence that occur with interactions with terrain. 

For this reason, non-linear model which has capability to model turbulence is considered useful for 

investigating wind fields over complex terrains.  
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To date, several studies have been conducted wind resource assessment using different flow models. 

Nilsson (2011) used linear and non-linear models to estimate power production for two sites with 

different orographic complexity. The study found that WAsP results were consistent with the actual 

value of a site with simple orographic characteristics, but not with a site with complex orography. On 

the other hand, the result of WindSim simulation using non-linear model showed that wind fields are 

well represented regardless of the complexity of terrain. Palma et al. (2008) and Simisroglou (2012) 

also conducted wind resource assessments using WAsP and WindSim. Through these studies, it was 

found that non-linear flow model could contribute increasing confidence to wind resource assessment 

for sites with complex orography.  

WAsP is a linear fluid flow model developed by Risø laboratories in Denmark. It is a commercially 

available tool which is widely used in the field of wind energy.  In this study, WAsP model will be 

used through WindPRO which provides WAsP module with combined license. More information on 

detailed methodology of the model can be found in the report written by Mortensen et al. (2004). 

WindSim is a CFD simulation software based on non-linear flow model. Turbulent flows are 

computed with the Reynoclds-Averaged Navier-Stroke (RANS) approach. Firstly, a computational 

domain is defined, and the domain is discretized with gridding system. Calculation starts with applied 

initial boundary layer condition and iterative method is used to solve equations. Simulation using this 

non-linear flow model requires higher level of computer resources, and it is time consuming 

compared to WAsP modelling.  

In this project, wind resource assessment will be conducted for two sites with different terrain 

characteristics. Simulation results using different flow models will be compared and discussed based 

on the understanding features of each model. 

 

2.5 Software  

2.5.1 MATLAB R2019b 

MATLAB® is developed by a private company MathWorks specialized in mathematical computing. 

The software is a programming environment that can be used for data analysis, algorithm 

development, visualization, and numeric computation (MathWorks: Company Overview 2019). It is 

internationally used by scientists, engineers, businesses, and educational institutes. The software is 

typically used for following purposes: 
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▪ Math and computation 

▪ Algorithm development 

▪ Modelling, simulation, and prototyping 

▪ Data analysis, exploration, and visualization 

▪ Scientific and engineering graphics 

▪ Application development, including Graphical User Interface building 

In this project, MATLAB R2019b is used as a tool to download NEWA mesoscale data that are 

available through the OpenDAP protocol.   

 

2.5.2  WindPRO 3.3 

WindPRO is a software used for design and planning of wind farm projects. EMD International A/S, 

the developer of WindPRO, was first founded in 1986 and the company has continuously developed 

the software for more than 20 years (EMD n.d.). It is now broadly used by many different stakeholders 

involved in wind power sector such as turbine manufacturers, project developers, planning authorities 

and research institutions. The software covers various activities that are required to simulate 

conditions of a wind turbine or a wind farm. The software offers various activities listed below: 

▪ Representation of terrain of a project site (elevation, height contours, roughness map) 

▪ Wind data analysis 

▪ Calculation of Energy production  

▪ Micro-siting 

▪ Wind farm layout optimization  

▪ Environmental impact assessment (noise and shadow flicker calculations) 

▪ Visualization (photomontages of landscape with wind turbines) 

In this project, WindPRO version 3.3 is used to achieve three purposes. First is to establish the site 

condition using the software and create terrain file required in WindSim as an input data. Second is 

to produce the downscaled data by using a tool called ‘Meteo analyzer’. Third is to perform AEP 

estimation with WAsP PARK calculation in the Energy module.  
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2.5.3 WindSim 10.0 

WindSim is a CFD simulation software used for design of wind farms both onshore and offshore. It 

was first developed in 1993 by the foundation of VECTOR AS, and it had been tested and used for 

the purpose consulting. Since the first commercial version of WindSim 4.2 was released in 2003, the 

software has been continuously developed and expanded its use within wind energy industry 

(WindSim n.d.). The software can be used to estimate energy production of wind farm and it can also 

be used to create a resource map and visualize a simulated wind farm (WindSim n.d.). WindSim is 

based on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stoke equations 

are considered as the basis for WindSim's fluid flow model (WindSim Software Brochure n.d.). These 

non-linear partial differential equations allow simulations to better reproduce actual wind fields. This 

feature is particularly beneficial when simulating wind farms with complex terrain.  

 

WindSim 10.0 is used for this study to perform numerical simulations and predict AEP. The estimated 

AEP value will be used for comparison with actual production data and with the result of WAsP 

calculation which is based on a linear fluid flow model.  
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3 METHODOLOGY 

This study aims to validate NEWA mesoscale data for two sites in Sweden. AEP estimation is 

conducted using two different simulation tools, and the results are compared with the actual SCADA 

data to analyze the validity of NEWA mesoscale data. In this chapter, detailed methodology is 

described in the order of experiments conducted for this study. Chapter 3.1 describes the utilized data 

and how both SCADA data and NEWA mesoscale data are prepared. Chapter 3.2 and Chapter 3.3 

explain the simulation process for WindPRO and WindSim respectively.  

 

Figure 3 Sequence of methodology 

 

 

3.1 Data Gathering & Preparation 

Figure 4 shows the process of data gathering and how final timeseries mesoscale data are prepared 

for further simulations.  
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Figure 4 Schematic of Data Gathering & Preparation 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 SCADA Data  

Most of the modern wind turbines are equipped with condition monitoring system in order to 

maximize the performance of them. ‘Supervisory control and data acquisition’ (SCADA) is one of 

the example of the monitoring systems which records the condition of turbine equipments. SCADA 

data from a wind turbine at Näsudden and Ryningsnäs in Sweden are here utilized for the comparison 

with simulation results. Table 2 shows the information of obtained SCADA data from each site.  

 

Table 2 Information of SCADA Data 

Name of Site Period Time series data Data Availability 

Näsudden 2017.01.01-2017.12.31 Production (1-hour interval) 100% 

Ryningsnäs 2010.06.05-2011.06.04 Production (10-min interval) 96% 
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3.1.2 NEWA Mesoscale Data 

NEWA mesoscale data are downloaded for the period according to the available SCADA data. The 

one-year data for each site are downloaded through OpenDAP protocol. MATLAB script is written 

to download data from single point of the grid. The script is designed to first find the minimum 

distance from the interested location. And the indeces with minimum distance confirmed in the 

previous step is used as the point to download data from. The exact locations of the monitoring 

turbines are used as the point of interest when writing the script. Windspeed, wind direction and air 

temperature for two heights are collected with timestamps. In addition, height above boundary layer 

and roughness length are downloaded to use them as input settings for WindPRO and WindSim 

simulations.  

 

3.1.3 Time series data preparation 

NEWA mesoscale data downloaded in the previous step are post processed. The wind speeds are 

manually corrected to 0 m/s for the hours where SCADA production data shows zero or minus. It is 

possible to assume that the hours with zero production are for the periods of curtailment or 

maintenance. For the hours recorded with minus production are assumed that the produced power 

was somehow used in the operation of the wind farm. There was not available information to fully 

understand the exact reason for it. Therefore, the correction is here done in order not to over predict 

energy production for the hours and make the comparison more consistent. 

Table 3 Information of Final Timeseries Data 

Name of Site Total corrected hours  
𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒔

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒔
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

Näsudden 617 hours 7,04 % 

Ryningsnäs 2049,5 hours 23,4 % 

 

 

3.2 WindPRO 

Both sites including the wind turbines are reproduced in WindPRO. Prepared timeseries NEWA 

mesoscale data are applied here as the site wind condition. Figure 5 shows entire simulation process 

done in WindPRO.  
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Figure 5 Schematic of WindPRO simulation 

 

 

3.2.1 Wind Turbines 

Monitoring wind turbines are added by inserting new wind turbine object on the map. In a wind farm, 

existing turbines affect each other which lead to produce wake effects. Therefore, it is decided here 

to add neighbouring turbines to make simulations more realistic.   

 

For the site Näsudden, 11 neighboring turbines located at the same project area (Näsudden Väst N1) 

are added using the icon ‘WTG’ in WindPRO. This is done based on the consideration of predominant 

wind direction checked from NEWA mesoscale data. It was showing that ‘WSW’, ‘W’ and ‘SSW’ 

were the directions where most winds blew in 2017. By understanding this characteristics, it is 

assumed that the monitoring turbine will experience wake effects from only few turbines in the same 

project area. Coordinates of the turbines and turbine model specifications are checked from Vindlov 

GIS map (Vindbrukskollen n.d.). For Ryningsnäs, there is only one turbine located adjacent to the 

monitoring turbine and it is considered in the simulation.  
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Figure 6 Wind farm configuration 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Terrain   

This section shows how the terrain file is created in WindPRO. Roughness area and height contours 

of the site are represented through this step. Height contours using online data of Swedish Elevation 

model is created by adding a line data object. The Swedish national elevation model was produced 

during 2009-2017 using airborne laser scanning (WindPRO 2020). Roughness map is created by 

using the ‘Area Object’. Position of the subject is set as same as the monitoring turbines. Purpose of 

the area object is chosen as to generate ‘Roughness map based on closed line’. Online data ‘Corine 

land cover 2018’ is imported for the area of 60 000 m x 60 000 m. Corine land cover 2018 was 

produced primarily by visual interpretation of high-resolution satellite imagery (WindPRO 2020). 

Area types are classified automatically but it requires the user to define roughness class of 

background. WindPRO (Nielsen et al. 2010) recommends users to give background roughness value 
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for ‘water’ in case of island far from mainland. It is said that the distance from the island to the 

mainland should be at least 40 km in any direction. In case of mainland, WindPRO (Nielsen et al. 

2010) suggests choosing the value for ‘open farmland’ (roughness class 1-1.5). Considering this 

recommendation, the background roughness class for Näsudden is set as 0, and roughness class for 

Ryningsnäs is given as 1,5. For Ryningsnäs, it was checked from the roughness map that the site is 

surrounded with forested area. Therefore, ‘Elevation Grid Data Object’ is added to include forest 

heights in the simulation. ‘SLU Forest Map 2010 Sweden’ is added and this object is considered when 

calculating displacement height in the WAsP PARK calculation.  

 

Roughness line and height contours are exported in a format of ‘WAsP .map’ and two of them are 

combined into a single file for later use in WindSim.   

 

3.2.3 Meteo Object  

The Meteo object in WindPRO is a tool by which meteorological data can be imported. A Meteo 

object shall only contain data from one location, and it is preferable to have data for several heights 

to make the best use of the feature for wind profile analysis. Timeseries NEWA mesoscale data 

prepared in previous Chapter 3.1.3 is here imported. WindPRO can automatically detect variables 

from the ‘.txt’ file by using the ‘Auto detect’ function. Types, units, and heights of each variable are 

manually set up as shown in Figure 7 below. 

  

Figure 7 Meteo object: Ryningsnäs 
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In the tab of ‘Data setup’, WindPRO can automatically create signals from all heights that are 

assigned for each variable in the previous step. By clicking the ‘(Re)load all/new files for selected 

height’, data from the file are loaded. For later use this data for downscaling, ‘Meso’ shall be selected 

as a type of the data. After completing this process, other tabs which provide separate analysis for the 

loaded data become accessible.  

 

3.2.4 Meteo Analyzer  

‘Meteo Analyzer’ provides several functions to post process the data loaded as Meteo Objects. It 

gives graphical information including timeseries, Weibull distribution, wind rose. It also provides 

function to create general XY graph which can be used for comparison analysis. The ‘Scaling’ is one 

of the key functions of Meteo Analyzer where downscaling of mesoscale data can be conducted. 

Through the setup of ‘Scaler’, method of downscaling can be chosen. There is a type of scaler called 

‘Meso-scale Data Downscaling. It is only applicable when downscaling the EMD Meso scale data 

that are provided directly by the software corporate. For this project, ‘Measured Data Scaling’ is 

utilized considering NEWA mesoscale data are from an external source. The concept of measured 

data scalers is described below.  

 

1) Measured Data Scaling (WAsP Stability / A-Parameter)  

: The speed-ups are calculated as Weibull A parameter ratios between mast position(s) and 

the calculation points.  

 

2) Measured Data Scaling (Neutral stability/ Raw flow) 

: The speed-ups are calculated based on the raw WAsP speed-up output (roughness, orography 

and obstacles), including the turns of the wind directions.  

 

The first method simply recalculates measured data for other position in the terrain. Since the 

calculation point and NEWA mesoscale data position are the same for the current project setup, it is 

expected that there would be no difference even after downscaling. The second method can be used 

to include micro terrain effects to the measured data even though it is not possible clean the 

topographical impacts from the mesoscale data. The second method is used in this project, and the 

downscaled data are used for further calculations in the simulation. 
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3.2.5 Site Data Object  

Firstly, site data objects are created for the purpose of creating wind statistics. ‘STATGEN’ in the 

energy module can generate wind statistics based on the wind data from Meteo object together with 

terrain data reflected in a site data object. Statistics of NEWA mesoscale data and downscaled data 

are generated, and separate site data objects are created for WAsP calculations. They are later utilized 

for WAsP PARK calculation for both cases of Näsudden and Ryningsnäs.   

 

3.2.6 WAsP PARK  

‘Standard PARK with WAsP’ considers wind statistics reflected in site data objects as the basis of its 

calculation. PARK is chosen to calculate wake losses derived from neighbouring wind turbines. 

WindPRO 3.3 provides ‘N.O. Jensen (RISO/EMD) Park 2 2018’ wake model which is updated 

version of the conventional PARK model. It was reported that the newly developed wake model can 

improve prediction accuracy, especially for large wind farms (WindPRO 3.3 User Manual n.d.). 

 

Figure 8 Wake Decay Constant Set Up in WindPRO: Näsudden 

 

 

A wake decay constant explains the rate of expansion of generated wakes. According to the 

recommendation of WindPRO, the wake decay constant is calculated for each site specifically using 

a roughness length checked from the roughness map. Default value in the WindPRO for onshore wind 

farm and site-specific value are used for simulations to see how wake decay constant can have impact 

on the simulation results. 
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Table 4 Information of Site specific WDC 

Name of Site Roughness Length Wake Decay Constant at 80m 

Näsudden 0,0360m 0,062 

Ryningsnäs 0,0893 m 0,071 

 

There is an option to change the setting of air density in this module. WindPRO provides climate 

database, so users can choose the nearest station to get information. For this project, the mean 

temperature checked from NEWA mesoscale data is directly used. Table 5 shows the air density 

calculated for the site and measured value from the nearest station.  

 

Table 5 Information of Air Density 

Site / Nearest Station Näsudden HOBURG (1981-1990) 

Air Density  1,244 kg/m3 1,247 kg/m3 

Site / Nearest Station Ryningsnäs MALILLA (1981-1990) 

Air Density  1,227 kg/m3 1,235 kg/m3 

 

 

3.3 WindSim 

WindSim consists of six modules (Terrain, Wind Fields, Objects, Results, Wind Resources, Energy) 

and they shall be executed in the right order since there is dependency between the models. 4 Modules 

including Terrain, Wind Fields, Objects and Energy are utilized for this project. In order to fully 

utilize the software, it is important to understand how WindSim CFD model is realized. In the first 

step, computational domain is defined, and user shall determine the resolution of grid. The gridding 

system is here adopted for the use of discretization technique in computation. Discretization is to 

divide space and/or time into several smaller units (Wendt 2009). The error of discretization which 

can be thought as numerical error tends to decrease with higher resolution of grid (Franke et al. 2004). 

Grid sensitivity study is generally recommended in the field of CFD simulation to make simulation 

more reliable. A grid study is to see the trend how results varies to the different grid resolutions, and 

to check when the result become independent to the number of grid cells. In order to achieve 

credibility for the result, grid study is conducted for this study as well. After conducting the grid 

study, final simulations are executed with the chosen number of grid cells. Figure 9 shows the 
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procedure of WindSim simulations and the details of each module will be explained in the relevant 

chapters.  

Figure 9 Schematic of WindSim Simulation 

 

 

3.3.1 Terrain 

In the terrain module, computational domain is introduced by importing terrain file in a format of 

‘.gws’. WindSim does not provide a direct function to create terrain file by the software. Due to the 

reason, terrain data in ‘.map’ format achieved from a GIS software is converted to the ‘.gws’ in 

WindSim. Terrain data shall include information of both roughness and height contours. For this 

project, ‘.map’ file created using WindPRO is converted into ‘.gws’ by advanced converting function 

in WindSim.  

In this module, 3-dimensional terrain model is generated for simulations. The terrain model is 

discretized into grids and therefore it is called as a computational domain. The resolution of grid can 

be modified in this module by giving numbers in the ‘3. Numerical model – Maximum number of 

cells’. Simulations for a grid sensitivity study is performed using different number of grid cells; 

50 000, 100 000, 200 000, 400 000, 800000, 1 600 000. 

One of the key functions in the terrain module is to define a refinement area. It can be done by 

selecting the area of interest as giving minimum and maximum coordinates in the domain. The 
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simulation will give denser grid to the refinement area, and it will understand the area better by 

reducing discretization error.  

Figure 10 Terrain Range and Turbine Location: Näsudden 

 

Figure 11 Terrain Range and Turbine Location: Ryningsnäs 

 

 

For the site Ryninsnäs, forest model is used with the settings shown in Table 6 below. By activating 

the forest model, WindSim understands the areas with given roughness height as forest with tree 

height of 20 m. The settings are determined based on the roughness map and forest map checked from 

the WindPRO. However, it shall be noted that those settings have limitation to provide sufficient 

information of the actual forest of the simulated site.  
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Table 6 Forest Settings: Ryningsnäs 

Roughness height 0,5 0,4 

Forest height 20 20 

Forest porosity 0,3 0,3 

Forest resistive force const. C1 0 0 

Forest resistive force const. C2 0,175 0,0875 

Forest Turbulence Sources True True 

Forest cell count in Z direction 3 3 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Wind Fields 

The wind fields are determined by solving the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). 

The computational domain determined in the terrain module is discretized into small cells. RANS 

equations are solved numerically based on the initial conditions set in this module. Calculation 

continues progressively until the convergence is reached (Mancebo 2014; Meissner 2019). 

   

Table 7 Windfields Settings: Näsudden 

Name of 

site 

Height of 

boundary 

layer 

Speed 

above 

boundary 

layer 

height 

Boundary 

condition 

at top 

Turbulence 

model 

Wake 

model 

Solver 

Näsudden 617 m 10 m/s No friction 

wall 

Modified Wake 

model 1 

GCV 

 

Table 8  Windfields Settings: Ryningsnäs 

Name of 

site 

Height of 

boundary 

layer 

Speed 

above 

boundary 

layer 

height 

Boundary 

condition 

at top 

Turbulence 

model 

Wake 

model 

Solver 

Ryningsnäs 663 m 10 m/s Fixed 

Pressure 

Modified Wake 

model 1  

GCV 

 

For simulations, 12 sectors are chosen to be in line with the number how the climatology file is 

structured. The height of boundary layer is checked from the downloaded NEWA data. Turbulence 
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model ‘Modified’ is selected for running the Windfields module. Number of iterations is set as 300 

for the first simulation and it is checked if convergence is achieved. In case any sector is not solved, 

Windfields are run again until it reaches convergence. The given convergence monitoring spot is 

where convergence is monitored in the domain. The coordinates of monitoring turbines are put for X 

and Y position, and the hub height of the turbines are given to the ‘spot value Z position’. In the 

boundary and initial conditions, fixed pressure is generally used for the complex terrain while the no-

friction wall is suitable for non-complex terrain. No-friction wall option can experience blockage 

effect in case of terrain is too high to the domain height. Fixed pressure option can avoid blockage 

effect by allowing flows to penetrate the upper boundary. Näsudden has very flat terrain and 

Ryningsnäs is have little variety in terrain relatively. Therefore, ‘No-friction wall’ option is chosen 

for Näsudden and ‘Fixed Pressure’ is used for Ryningsnäs.  

 

3.3.3 Objects 

In the Objects module, the location of wind turbines and climatology are specified. A power curve of 

wind turbine can be imported as adding ‘Turbine mode’ in WindSim. Exact locations of wind turbines 

are determined by adding coordinates for each of them. For the grid sensitivity study, one (1) 

reference turbine for each site is added for the purpose to see the trend of AEP changes in the non-

refined area. The locations of the reference turbines are chosen to be outside the refinement area 

where there is similar roughness and elevation to the monitoring turbines. WindSim accepts 

climatology data in a form of frequency distribution data (.wws) or time history data (.tws). Time 

history data files containing wind directions and wind speeds of NEWA mesoscale data are here 

added as climatology objects.   

 

3.3.4 Energy 

In the energy module, AEP is calculated for the wind turbine objects. There are three analytical wake 

models that can be chosen in this module. Wake model 1, the Jensen model, is selected for this project 

as it is chosen in WindPRO for WAsP PARK calculations. Six simulations are run by changing the 

number of cells in the terrain module for grid sensitivity analysis. By looking at the obtained results 

from the simulations, a maximum number of grid cells for final simulations is determined. The 

detailed results of the grid sensitivity study and final simulations will be described in Chapter 4.3. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Result of Downscaling 

The purpose of downscaling the NEWA data was to reflect micro terrain effects (Speed-ups and 

turning of wind direction). The result of downscaling for Näsudden and Ryningsnäs are described in 

this chapter.  

 

4.1.1 Näsudden 

Appendix A provides an overview of obtained results of downscaling for wind speed and wind 

direction.  Each graph also contains a trend line with its equation. The graph shows how much the 

downscaled data relates to the original data. The trend lines in the graphs apparently show that the 

downscaled data do not vary that much from the original data. When looking into the case of wind 

speed data from 75m, the linear trend line equation is y = 1,001x + 0,0108 which explains that only 

slight increase in wind speed was resulted from the downscaling. In addition, it can also be checked 

from the trend lines that turnings in wind direction are also calculated by the interactions with terrain.  

 

4.1.2 Ryningsnäs 

It can be seen from the graphs in Appendix B that downscaling result have a similar trend to the result 

found from Näsudden. Wind speeds are increased as the result of downscaling, and there were slight 

changes in wind direction as well.  
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4.2 Result of WindPRO simulation 

PARK calculation is conducted with 4 different sets of NEWA data with 2 different Wake Decay 

Constants. As a result, total 8 simulation is executed for Näsudden and Ryningsnäs respectively.  

 

4.2.1 Näsudden 

All the results of PARK simulation for Näsudden are shown in Table 9 below. In general, PARK 

result is representing the actual measured production very well with less than 3% of difference. It is 

detected that result using site specific wake decay constant has brought more realistic results. When 

using data from 75m, which is closer to the hub height of the monitoring turbine, the results of the 

simulations are more in line with the measurements.  

Table 9 Result of PARK: Näsudden 

Input WAsP PARK Results 

Näsudden 

NEWA Data 

Wake Decay 

Constant 

Wake losses 

(%) 

Mean Wind 

Speed (m/s) 

AEP 

(MWh/y) 

Difference to 

Actual 

Production 

(%) 

75m 0,075 10,3 7,91 m/s 9167,8 1,933 

75m 0,062 12,4 7,91 m/s 8963,3 -0,341 

75m_Downscaled 0,075 10,3 7,93 m/s 9217 2,480 

75m_Downscaled 0,062 12,3 7,93 m/s 9012,1 0,202 

100m 0,075 10,8 8,22 m/s 9218,2 2,494 

100m 0,062 12,8 8,22 m/s 9009,8 0,176 

100m_Downscaled 0,075 10,8 8,24 m/s 9263,4 2,996 

100m_Downscaled 0,062 12,8 8,24 m/s 9054 0,668 

 

 

4.2.2 Ryningsnäs 

All results of WAsP PARK simulations for Ryningsnäs are presented in Table 10 below. The 

difference to actual production value is very high, which ranges around 56%. Little increase is 

detected when using data from 100m compared to the results obtained for the cases using data from 

75m.  
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Table 10 Result of PARK: Ryningsnäs 

Input WAsP PARK Results 

Ryningsnäs 

NEWA Data 

Wake Decay 

Constant 

Wake losses 

(%) 

Mean Wind 

Speed (m/s) 

AEP 

(MWh/y) 

Difference to 

Actual 

Production  

(%) 

75m 0,075 2,3 5,61 4338,3 56,043 

75m 0,071 2,3 5,61 4337,6 56,018 

75m_Downscaled 0,075 2,3 5,62 4363,7 56,956 

75m_Downscaled 0,071 2,3 5,62 4362,5 56,913 

100m 0,075 2,4 5,61 4328,5 55,690 

100m 0,071 2,4 5,61 4327,3 55,647 

100m_Downscaled 0,075 2,4 5,62 4351,9 56,532 

100m_Downscaled 0,071 2,4 5,62 4350,8 56,492 

 

 

4.3 Result of WindSim Simulation 

 

4.3.1 Result of Grid Sensitivity Study 

WindSim interprets an investigated site as a computational domain by introducing gridding system, 

and the software processes numerical calculations for each grid cells. Therefore, a result of CFD 

simulation can be sensitive to the number of considered grid cells. To understand how simulation 

results can vary with different number of grid cells, a grid sensitivity study is required in the field of 

CFD simulation to make the result more reliable.  

 

A grid sensitivity study was conducted for this study as well to determine the final settings of 

‘maximum number of grid cells’ in WindSim simulations. Here, a delta ‘Δ’ is calculated to see the 

trend between simulations using different number of grid cells. The number shows how the simulation 

results differs from the previous results.  

 

∆=
𝐴𝐸𝑃𝑖+1 − 𝐴𝐸𝑃𝑖

𝐴𝐸𝑃𝑖
 

i = number of case 
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4.3.1.1 Näsudden 

Figure 12 shows the values of AEP and the deltas with a graph created based on the information. In 

general, the delta value is very low which means that there is almost no difference between one 

simulation to another. But it can still be checked from the graph in Figure 12 that the delta is going 

to converge after Case 5 using 800 000 cells. A similar trend can be checked for Reference turbine in 

Figure 13 that the delta is going down to the zero after Case 5. In conclusion, even though there are 

minor differences in the estimated AEP between the cases, a conservative decision is made to use 

800 000 cells. Table 11 shows the final settings used for the WindSim simulation. 

 

Figure 12 Result of Grid Study: Näsudden / Monitoring Turbine 

 

 Maximum 

number of 

grid points 

Actual 

number of 

grid 

points 

AEP 

Monitoring 

Turbine 

(MWh/y) 

Δ AEP 

Monitoring 

Turbine 

Case 1 50000 50000 10350,9 0,00004 

Case 2 100000 99360 10351,3 0,00020 

Case 3 200000 199980 10353,4 0,00017 

Case 4 400000 397540 10355,2 0,00012 

Case 5 800000 799820 10356,4 0,00006 

Case 6 1600000 1595880 10355,8 - 
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Figure 13 Result of Grid Study: Näsudden / Reference Turbine 

 

 Maximum 

number of 

grid points 

Actual 

number of 

grid points 

AEP 

Reference 

Turbine 

(MWh/y) 

Δ AEP 

Reference 

Turbine 

Case 1 50000 50000 10445,4 0,00265 

Case 2 100000 99360 10473,1 0,00349 

Case 3 200000 199980 10509,7 0,00265 

Case 4 400000 397540 10481,8 0,00208 

Case 5 800000 799820 10503,6 0,00155 

Case 6 1600000 1595880 10487,3 - 

 

 

Table 11 Final WindSim Simulation Setting for Näsudden 

Maximum 

number of 

cells 

z cell Height of 

boundary 

layer 

Speed 

above 

boundary 

layer 

height 

Boundary 

condition 

at top 

Air 

density 

Turbulence 

model 

wake 

model 

Forest 

800 000 20 617 m 10 m/s No friction 

wall 

1,244 

kg/m3 

Modified Wake 

model 

1  

NO 

 

 

4.3.1.2 Ryningnäs 

Figure 14 contains the values of AEP and deltas with a graph created based on the information. A 

similar trend was found as what is discussed for the site Näsudden. For the monitoring turbine, it was 

found that delta was to be converged after Case 5. However, the delta value for the reference turbine 

was not showing the same trend but it rather showed slightly increase in Case 5 (Figure 15). 

Considering this site is relatively complex with forest, 1 600 000 cells was chosen to be used for the 

final simulations. Table 12 shows the final settings for WindSim simulations.  
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Figure 14 Result of Grid Study: Ryningsnäs / Monitoring Turbine 

 

 

 Maximum 

number of 

grid points 

Actual 

number of 

grid points 

AEP  

Monitoring 

Turbine 

(MWh/y) 

Δ AEP 

Monitori

ng 

Turbine 

Case 1 50000 50000 4929,3 0,00787 

Case 2 100000 99400 4890,5 0,00335 

Case 3 200000 200000 4906,9 0,00459 

Case 4 400000 397620 4884,4 0,00086 

Case 5 800000 800000 4880,2 0,00057 

Case 6 1600000 1596120 4877,4 - 
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Figure 15 Result of Grid Study: Ryningsnäs / Reference Turbine 

 

 

 Maximum 

number of 

grid points 

Actual 

number of 

grid points 

AEP 

reference 

Turbine 

(MWh/y) 

Δ AEP 

Reference 

Turbine 

Case 1 50000 50000 5702,20 0,00943 

Case 2 100000 99400 5756,00 0,02747 

Case 3 200000 200000 5914,10 0,00707 

Case 4 400000 397620 5955,90 0,00890 

Case 5 800000 800000 6008,90 0,01083 

Case 6 1600000 1596120 5943,80 - 

 

 

Table 12 Final WindSim Simulation Setting for Ryningsnäs 

Maximum 

number of 

cells 

z cell Height of 

boundary 

layer 

Speed 

above 

boundary 

layer height 

Boundary 

condition 

at top 

Air 

density 

Turbulence 

model 

Wake 

model 

Forest 

1 600 000 20 663 m 10 m/s Fixed 

Pressure 

1,227 

kg/m3 

Modified Wake 

model 1  

YES 

 

 

4.3.2 Result of Final Simulations 

4.3.2.1 Näsudden 

Simulation using WindSim for the site Näsudden brought the result of estimation which differ to the 

actual production data for around 7,19 ~10,29 %. The results were less accurate compared to what 

had been able to check through WindPRO simulations. 
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Table 13 Result of WindSim: Näsudden 

Input WindSim Results 

Näsudden 

NEWA Data 

Wake Decay 

Constant 

Wake losses 

(%) 

Mean Wind 

Speed (m/s) 

AEP 

(MWh/y) 

Difference to 

Actual 

Production 

(%) 

75m 0,075 4,72 7,91 9685,7 7,69 

75m 0,062 5,16 7,91 9640,7 7,19 

75m_Downscaled 0,075 4,71 7,93 9737,1 8,26 

75m_Downscaled 0,062 5,15 7,93 9692,1 7,76 

100m 0,075 4,68 7,99 9871,9 9,76 

100m 0,062 5,14 7,99 9824,4 9,23 

100m_Downscaled 0,075 4,67 8,00 9919,3 10,29 

100m_Downscaled 0,062 5,12 8,00 9817,7 9,16 

 

 

4.3.2.2 Ryningnäs 

Table 14 shows the results of WindSim simulation for the site Ryningsnäs. AEP prediction done 

through the simulation showed high discrepancy with percentage around 73% ~ 85%.  

 

Table 14 Result of WindSim: Ryningsnäs 

Input WindSim Results 

Ryningsnäs 

NEWA Data 

Wake Decay 

Constant 

Wake losses 

(%) 

Mean Wind 

Speed (m/s) 

AEP 

(MWh/y) 

Difference to 

Actual 

Production 

(%) 

75m 0,075 1,10 5,34 5126,4 84,39 

75m 0,071 1,04 5,35 5129,7 84,51 

75m_Downscaled 0,075 1,10 5,36 5155,1 85,42 

75m_Downscaled 0,071 1,03 5,36 5158,4 85,54 

100m 0,075 1,16 5,19 4820,7 73,39 

100m 0,071 1,10 5,20 4823,9 73,51 

100m_Downscaled 0,075 1,16 5,21 4843,9 74,23 

100m_Downscaled 0,071 1,10 5,21 4847,1 74,34 
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4.3.3 Summary of Results  

Table 15 below provides a summary for all simulations including description of terrain characteristics 

for each site. Simulation results for Näsudden turned out to be very close to the measured AEP. 

Prediction made with WAsP PARK simulation showed high accuracy with less than 3% of error. On 

the other hand, the result of WindSim simulation overestimated energy production for about 823 

MWh/y. But it still represents the site condition decently with less than 10 % of discrepancy. 

Simulations conducted for Ryningsnäs significantly overestimated annual energy production. 

Percentage of difference to the actual production value ranged around 56% for the WAsP PARK 

simulations. WindSim simulation results showed even higher error with around 73 ~ 85%.  

 

Table 15 Result of AEP Estimation 

Site Terrain feature 
Orographic 

complexity 

% of Difference 

WindPRO 

Result 

WindSim 

Result 

Näsudden Very flat terrain 

 

Low 

 

-0,3~2,9 % 7~10 % 

Ryningsnäs Relatively complex with forests Low 55~57 % 74~85 % 
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5 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

5.1 AEP Estimation 

How well NEWA mesoscale data agrees to the actual site condition of wind farms in Sweden? 

The site Nässuden has very flat terrain with almost no variance in elevation, thus it can be defined as 

a site with very low orographic complexity. The site Ryningsnäs has relatively complex orography 

compared to Näsudden. However, both sites do not include any steep terrain which can potentially 

violate WAsP flow model. This characteristic can also be confirmed by checking NEWA website, as 

both sites are not assigned a RIX number.   

Considering that both sites have low orographic complexity, it was anticipated that wind resource 

assessment applying NEWA data will correlate very well to the measured data. Contrary to the 

expectation, simulation results obtained from Ryningsnäs showed significant difference to the actual 

AEP measured at the site.   

To understand the result obtained for the site Ryningsnäs, additional simulations were conducted. 

First, WindPRO simulation was executed applying available measured wind speed from tower at the 

site in a way to evaluate the quality of WindPRO simulation. Second, the raw dataset of NEWA from 

100m height were used for simulation for comparison. Both dataset from NEWA and tower were not 

treated with any correction or downscaling. The result of WAsP PARK simulation is shown in below 

Table 16. 

Table 16 Result of PARK with Original Tower & NEWA Data 

Input WAsP PARK Results 

Wind Data 

(without post 

processing) 

Wake Decay 

Constant 

Wake losses 

(%) 

Mean Wind 

Speed (m/s) 

AEP 

(MWh/y) 

Difference to 

Actual 

Production 

(%) 

NEWA 100 m 0,075 2,3 6,18 5136,4 83,109 

TOWER 100 m 0,075 2,7 5,25 3254,9 

 

17,074 
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One important finding was that it was possible to predict AEP with 17% difference by utilizing 

measured wind speed from met tower. It shall be noted here that the measured wind speeds may 

contain the wake effects experienced from the two turbines at the site. Taking this uncertainty into 

account, although 17% can be understood as a large number, it is still possible confirm that the 

settings done in WindPRO were not the main cause of the discrepancy.  

The most important finding is that the calculated mean wind speed from NEWA data was much higher 

than the data from met tower. AEP is total amount of electrical energy produced for one calendar 

year. It is calculated by multiplying the power of each wind speed from the given power curve, with 

the frequency distribution of wind speed for a turbine. AEP has a linear correlation with power of 

wind turbine and the power varies with the cube of wind speed. Below equation shows how the power 

is calculated. It explains that even small differences in wind speed can lead to have huge impact on 

power and consequently on AEP. 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =
1

2
∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑣3 

𝜌 ∶ 𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝑘𝑔𝑚−3] 

𝐴 ∶ 𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑚2] 

𝑣 ∶ 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 [𝑚𝑠−1] 

Mean wind speeds that are calculated using NEWA and tower was 6,18 m/s and 5,25 m/s respectively. 

The difference was 0,93 m/s which indicates that NEWA provided 17,7% higher wind speed data. 

This 17,7% overestimation in wind speed can result approximately 60% higher prediction in AEP 

consequently. The percentage of difference between those two cases of simulations is calculated as 

57,8 %, and it is in line with what is expected from the assumption.   

This result recalls what was previously discussed in the literature review about the NEWA’s 

uncertainty (Chapter 2.3.2) in mean wind speed. The uncertainty evaluation report for NEWA 

(González-Rouco et al. 2019) compared NEWA production with observed data for three differently 

classified sites. Karlsruhe is one of the sites investigated in the report which is an onshore site with 

relatively complex forested site located farm from coast. This report showed that correlation of 

NEWA's overestimated wind speeds to the measured wind speed was 0,7. Ryningsnäs can relate to 

the site Karlsruhe with its locational characteristics, and the simulation results confirmed the similar 

trend as with the Karlsruhe.  
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It can be checked from Figure 16 that wind distribution of NEWA is shifted toward higher degree. 

NEWA clearly contains higher wind speed above 8 m/s more often than the measurements.  

 

Figure 16 Wind Distribution of Original Tower & NEWA Data at 100m 

 

 

A possible explanation for NEWA’s overestimation in wind speed might be that there is uncertainty 

in the WRF model. NEWA mesoscale data were generated through WRF model, and the settings for 

the modelling were determined through the sensitivity study conducted by NEWA project group. It 

can therefore be assumed that the optimized settings produced uncertainties in the NEWA mesoscale 

data. Specially, the accuracy of land data used in WRF model will highly be related to the site 

representativity since site characteristics greatly influence the formation of wind profile. It remains 

uncertain how well NEWA mesoscale data reflect the actual condition of terrain and forest.  

 

When NEWA mesoscale data go through downscaling, how does wind speed changes and how 

does it affect to the result of simulation? 

Mean wind speed was only slightly increased for about 0,2% as the result of downscaling. Regarding 

the prediction of AEP, the downscaled wind speed brought more realistic result for the case of 

Näsudden. On the other hand, it was difficult to find a tendency from the simulations results of 

Ryningsnäs, since one case showed increase in AEP estimation, but another showed decrease.  
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It is important here to understand the method of downscaling used in this report. Terrain effects that 

have already been resolved in the mesoscale data have not been cleaned up, but speed-ups derived 

from microscale terrain are directly added. Since both Näsudden and Ryningsnäs have low orographic 

complexity, it can be argued that the downscaling method used here still satisfies the objective of 

downscaling. However, the accuracy of the downscaled results remains uncertain. More caution is 

required when using this method for sites with complex orography.  

 

5.2 Evaluation of Simulation Software 

When using software based on linear/ non-linear flow model, how well do the simulated wind 

energy production represent the actual production value? 

Figure 17 shows the results of simulations using different flow models. WindPRO simulation is based 

on a linear flow model, and WindSim takes a non-linear flow model for its simulations.  

Figure 17 Comparison of Energy Estimation 

 

 

For Näsudden, both WindPRO and WindSim predicted energy production very close to the actual 

numbers. WindPRO results showed almost no difference to the measurements, while WindSim 

slightly overestimated AEP.   

For Ryningsnäs, the result of simulation using WindPRO and WindSim showed high discrepancy to 

the actual production. But it was already concluded in the previous chapter that major reason of the 
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poor prediction is the NEWA’s overestimation in wind speed. Therefore, simple comparison between 

the result of WindPRO and WindSim is done here without relating them to the measurements. It was 

checked that WindSim overestimated AEP more than WindPRO.  

In summary, these results showed that WindSim overestimated AEP more than WindPRO for both 

Näsudden and Ryningsnäs. With uncertainties in forest model setting-up in WindSim for Ryningsnäs, 

the results of AEP estimation from WindSim were approximately 20% higher than the results 

obtained from WindPRO.  

 

5.3  Uncertainties 

In a way to fully utilize available information in the NEWA, two important parameters necessary for 

simulation were referenced from NEWA data. Timeseries of air temperature and boundary layer 

height are downloaded and the mean value was used as the input parameters in the simulations. It was 

convenient to know the information of different variables from the interested location for specific 

period. However, the reliability of the utilized values remains uncertain. The experiments done in this 

report only used specific year align with available SCADA data for comparison analysis. However, 

in case wind resource assessment is to be done for potential wind farm, the parameters will have to 

be chosen more carefully. Case study with different input settings (different type of roughness map, 

elevation map, wakes models) is suggested to analyze the impact of parameters on the AEP 

estimation. Furthermore, it will be ideal to use longer duration of NEWA data with long term 

correction if it is possible to be conducted.   

 

During the discussion (Chapter 5.1), wind speed from met tower is used to perform additional 

simulations and evaluate the performance of WindPRO. The measured data are from a met mast 

which is located between the two turbines at the site of Ryningsnäs. The dataset contain wake 

influences from both turbines, but it is uncertain how much the data is affected.   

 

Forest modelling done in WindSim poses uncertainty on the result of simulation. For the simulations 

with WindPRO, it was possible to directly utilize forest elevation map. However, WindSim requires 

manual set up for forest modelling, so users shall put specifications of forest for a simulated site. This 

method naturally bring uncertainties in simulation since there is limitation to fully represent actual 

condition of forest.   
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5.4  Recommendations 

The present study provided insights into the applicability of NEWA mesoscale data for sites with low 

orographic complexity. NEWA mesoscale data well represented actual wind condition of the site with 

flat terrain but overestimation of wind speed was detected for the onshore windfarm with forested 

terrain. The findings encourage more application of NEWA data for site with high orographic 

complexity. The method of downscaling used in this report can also be evaluated, and comparison 

study with other type of downscaling are also suggested.  

Furthermore, it is recommended to conduct wind resource assessment for sites with severe condition 

such as cold climate. There is lack of research focused on validation of NEWA data for cold region. 

Cold climate has been given high attention by the wind power industry with its high potential of wind 

resources. It will provide important insight into the quality of NEWA data for such region with cold 

climate.    

It would also be interesting to conduct a study establishing detailed methodology for setting up a 

forest model in WindSim. The developed methodology will contribute improving the performance of 

WindSim simulation.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

This project was undertaken to apply NEWA mesoscale data for wind resource assessment. The main 

purpose of the current study was to evaluate how well NEWA represents the actual site condition. 

WindPRO and WindSim are utilized to make prediction of AEP for two sites with different locational 

characteristics.  

The results of the experiments showed that NEWA mesoscale data represents wind climate well for 

the onshore site (Näsudden) with very simple terrain. On the other hand, NEWA provided 

overestimated wind speeds for the onshore site (Ryningsnäs) with forested terrain. And the higher 

wind speeds brought significant overprediction of AEP for that site. During the experiments, 

downscaling of mesoscale data was conducted in a way to include micro terrain effects in the dataset. 

The result of downscaling showed almost no difference to the original data. This result is discussed 

that it is originated due to the low orographic complexity of the investigated sites. This study also 

provided the tendency for energy estimation of WindPRO and WindSim. The results have found that 

both software generally overestimate AEP. It was detected that WindSim prediction was slightly 

higher than results obtained from WindPRO. This study contributes to our understanding of NEWA 

in depth. There is limitation in the scope of the investigated sites to fully evaluate the validity of entire 

area covered by NEWA. However, understanding the features of NEWA for the onshore sites 

provides clearer insights required for further use of the atlas in wind resource assessment.  

A further study could apply NEWA for sites with severe conditions (high orographic complexity, 

cold climate). It will provide important insight into the quality of NEWA data for such sites. And it 

can potentially contribute to the improvement of NEWA in the future. Uncertainties in the forest 

modelling in WindSim raised necessity of detailed methodology for it. More research on establishing 

methodology for forest set-up in WindSim will help improving accuracy and reliability of 

simulations. 
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APPENDIX A.  Result of Downscaling: Näsudden  
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APPENDIX B.  Result of Downscaling: Ryningsnäs 
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